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Universities are pleading with the Abbott government to abandon its threat to axe funding for major programs supporting 30,000 researchers if the
Senate refuses to support the deregulation of university fees.

Peak body Universities Australia warns in its budget submission that researchers on the verge of major breakthroughs in health, climate science and
manufacturing will move overseas if funding for the Future Fellowships scheme and National Collaborative Research Infrastructure Strategy (NCRIS)
expires. 

Education Minister Christopher Pyne has repeatedly said that continued funding for both programs - which have been described as the "backbone of
research in Australia" - is contingent on the government's higher education reforms passing the Senate.

"Given the profound significance of both programmes in underpinning Australia's research capability, Universities Australia strongly recommends that
funding for both programmes be provided on an ongoing basis, irrespective of the outcome on the current higher education reforms," Universities
Australia says in its submission. 

As hopes of achieving fee deregulation have dimmed over recent weeks, the sector has focussed its lobbying efforts on avoiding major research cuts. 

NCRIS has led to major breakthroughs on vaccinations, 3D imaging, drugs to treat heart failure and the production of a new type of steel that
produces 70 per cent fewer greenhouse gases than regular steel. The scheme is renowned internationally for reducing fragmentation and duplication
across institutions, making Australia's research efforts more cost-effective.

The facilities it supports include the Integrated Marine Observing System (IMOS), based at the University of Tasmania, which conducts long-term
ocean monitoring, including of temperature rises linked to climate change. All the data is freely available to other researchers under open-access
agreements.

"We have around $40 million worth of equipment in the ocean gathering data - that's all at risk," IMOS director Tim Moltmann said.

Funding is due to run out in June, with some facilities expected to close within months. Universities are lobbying for $200 million a year in funding.

The Future Fellowships scheme supports 150 leading mid-career researchers, allowing them to continue their work in Australia.

"Without further investment by government in this scheme, many researchers, often midway through their projects and on the cusp of important
breakthroughs, will move overseas where other governments are seeking to attract the world's best," Universities Australia says in its submission. 

A spokesman for Mr Pyne said the programs must be funded out of savings linked to the higher education reforms because Labor failed to ensure
continued funding for them before it lost office.

"If Labor, the Greens and crossbenchers block the reform package in the Senate, there will be no source of ongoing funding for these two vital
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research investments, meaning job losses and irreparable damage to our high-quality research capacity," the spokesman said. 
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“»«

»So Christopher Pyne is using a stick, and needs to be have a whammmbulance called for him.«

»Mr Pyne needs to consult with the sector, and not impose his own thus the LNPs ideology, the electorate don't want university fee deregulation, it certainly appears clear
that Mr Pyne is desperate for a win...any win...and with a stick he there uses !«

»«

“»«

»Every day there are incompetence blunders put out by this disgusting govt.....doctors are pleading with them re medicare, unis are pleading with them re research,
backbenchers are pleading with them re their own jobs and the public are pleading with them to actually put some good policy in place rather than the shams.
Abbott has secured himself for another 1.5 years with the Ruddock sacking ....and that's the only important thing for him...he doesn't give a rats about anyone
else.«

»«

“»«

»There's your problem right there - "major breakthroughs in climate science". Mr Pyyyyyyyyne will not want to pay for research into something they don't believe
in!«

»Maybe the universities should have looked deeper into the whole policy before jumping on board with fee deregulation.«

»«

“»«

»JT«

»Agreed on all fronts, it’s all about meme meme, and if you disagree, then we well defund you, just look at another entities that have spoken out about this
governments”policies”«

»«

“»«

»It's a disgusting tactic that the LNP are starting to use - let us win or we won't give you what we promised. They have used it in the Victorian State election, the
Queensland state election and now here. Such a blatantly self-serving mob of ideologues and cheats.«

»«

“»«

»JT, yep, all these self interest groups are pleading with them for money. If the government handed out cash to everyone who asked, we would be in even more dire
straits with our budget.«

»«
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“»«

»We should not expect anything vaguely supportive of quality education from this Education Minister, who is hell bent on giving banks even bigger profits from
uncontrollable fees. «

»And as for research? Well, Pyne would say; 'What is the benefit of research? Just let other countries do it. Australia desperately needs more fast food workers.'«

»«

“»«

»Withdrawal of funding is quite normal for our current Government and their predecessors
Look at the 'Black Box" , Cochlear Implants, Gene research, even Film making.«

»The best way to increase revenue, is to reinstate the Public Servants sacked from the ATO, and go after the high rollers, hiding their tax obligations offshore «

» .«

»«

“»«

»Peter they can't do that it's those people that want it to happen this way .«

»«

“»«

»Yes Peter and now Australian companies have started this tactic Telstra and Foxtel. Telstra have given Foxtel a large loan even though they didn’t need it this is so
that they both can reduce their tax bill. Then it is left up to the individual and the Australian companies that pay their fair share of taxes to keep on paying and these
buggers reduce their taxes. It's bad enough when the multi-nationals do it but when Australian companies start doing it.«

»«
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